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Philter, charm watering place, smoking
means, witch ointments and Lebenselixiere
Compilation of Guido Wolther/Fr ∴ Daniel
[ note P.R. king: On the Frontispiz: "Professor A.Hemberger greets his
Br∴ and friend Oskar impact, 21st Sept. 1978." Grammatical and
orthographic peculiarities are maintained ]

With the following prescriptions designations arise, very absurdly sound
themselves due to their coded Ingredienzen. Like always in the magic also
here by the knowing analogies were consulted to make completely
impossible in order to make to the layman more difficult the production
from magic watering places to, if not even by senseless designations.
Before now the magic Philter and prescriptions are made accessible and
brought into a reasonable readable and understandable form, I must say
the still following: I thought for a long time about whether it is good to
publish this not always completely harmless watering place and
Traktaetchen. But I arrived at the conviction that, who wants to do bad it
does anyway, also without these prescriptions, and so I am to be invited
ready, you into the secret kitchen of the witches, Zauberer and
Alchimisten, and, if your time and the means permit it to accomplish also
once an attempt with the help of these things. I place everything that I
could collect in the course of the years in this regard, hereby to the order,
in hope that it may fall on fruitful soil.
Thus - in medias talk - we begin with the smoking! How you know,
certain magic operations require strictly prescribed prescriptions of
smoking, which are to serve for it:
1. to create with Evokationen the nature which can be called the
genehme atmosphere,
2. to shift the Magier into a tranceaehnlichen condition,
3. to underline the ekstatische situation of a magic operation.
The smoking are in such a way arranged that they are similar to the planet
hours and that the planets attributed plants, animals and chemicals.
Nevertheless the prescriptions can be used, like that as them into the
Grimoiren are prescribed, not for our purposes, since things are required,
which are not to be procured simply in this form, and which, as we will
still see, are only camouflage and masking of the true drugs pp..
Which we could begin e.g. with a prescription of the following contents:

"one makes a paste from bat brain, deer brain and red koralle. In addition
one gives the dried and zerstossene heart of two pigeons etc. etc.... ", apart
from other much to widerwaertigeren Ingredienzen. One cannot
manufacture such a means! One is not it also, because the absurd
designations have a completely material background and are to be quite
procured. One must know only evenly, what bat brain or cat brain is in
reality.
Thus the name of the animal means nothing different one, than the season
or the planetary hour, in which the plants must be in-collected.
We know that minerals, plants and animals are attributed, and we this to
know there, mean to one of the lights or planets in each case it now no
more difficulties to read the prescriptions correctly.
The list, which is now stated, gives a reference. The following magic
designations have the material meaning of:
Kite blood or blood = Indian resin brain = resin of the
cherry tree (cerasum) frog or toad head = Ranunculaccen
(Rana = frog)
ochsenaugen or eyes = red carnations Agat = Agathophyllum
(a kind of
aromatic nut) red koralle = small red Pfefferschoten magnet
iron =
Sagapennum off. (resin ferula persica) Azur = kanadabalsam
pfauenfeder = red poppy (caps) Alraun = Mandragora
offizinalis/Radix
tiger root = Radix Ginseng Mastix = resin of the Lentisque
(a kind
wild cherry) einhorn = horn of the Narwales

In order to give an example to the animal names, are mentioned that geese
and pigeons fall under the indication Venus, foxes and woodpeckers under
Mars, cats, raben, bats and other night animals under Saturn, Spatzen and
swallows under merkur, and the deer under the indication of the moon.
At the end of the chapter a list given from animals, plants and minerals
and their affiliation to the planets and Zodiakalzeichen.
One smokes either in the smoking pan or in special containers, in which a
charcoal fire burns and/or glows.
The smoking powders are to be also geweiht, the associated in each case
planet. This rite is given in the end of this chapter.
We come now to the actual smoking and prescriptions and begin we with
smoking for the sun, for naturenesses of the sun, and calling on Sundays
and naturally also for other solar magic actions.
First I give the original prescription, afterwards the translation. aa is fixed
for 5 gram!
Thus, who evokes sun naturenesses, to call wants, take as smoking:
Rp. Sun:

Safran = 5 gram aloe wood
= 5 "Peru balsam = 5" laurel seeds = 5 "spice carnations =
5" Myrrhe =
5 "genuine Weihrauch = 5" Moschus = a knife point of grey
Ambra = a
knife point.

Everything to merge and in the shade dry leave. Then in the mortar to
powder, afterwards consecrations zerstossen, then exorzieren. This
prescription does not require a further explanation. The Ingredienzen is
not easily available and coded.
Smoking to the Evokation and calling of moon naturenesses and all lunar
natures:
Rp. Moon:
Grains white poppy aa
Storax aa resin of the Styraxbaumes aa pushed Campher aa
frog heads aa
bull eyes aa

One makes a paste from above materials and the blood of a young goose
or pigeon. Let it dry and zerstosse it in the mortar to powder, then
consecrations and exorcieren. Transferred the formula is called:
Rp. Moon:
Grains white poppy aa
Storax aa resin of the Styraxbaumes aa pushed Kampher aa of
the flores
Ranunculacae aa red Kuckucksnelken aa

One takes Indian resin and prepares for the hour of the Venus a paste from
above drugs, dries lets and in the mortar zerstossen, then to consecrations exorcieren.
One can win additionally, if one wants to go magically completely surely,
then still the resin for the hour of the Venus in a Venuszodiakalzeichen.
That encounters larger difficulties however already, since the resin in the
pharmacy must be finished bought.
Rp. Merkur:
Mastix aa genuine
Weihrauch aa spice carnations aa five-sheet (Potentilla) aa
powders
from Agat aa

From the blood of a fox and the brain of a elster as well as the above
Ingredienzen one makes a paste, lets her be dried and zerstosse her to
powder, that be then geweiht must and exorcieren.
Here we replace the powder from Agat from the prescription by the plant
Agathophyllum off aa, thus in equal parts. The manufacturing reads then
in such a way:
To the hour Mars ready one out Indian resin (= Sangdragon) and
the resin of a cherry tree, which must be won for the hour merkur
(= elster), dry a paste, together with above drugs leave and to
powder zerstossen pp.
Noticed it is still that the smoking means may be dried not by means of
heat, but in the shade at air. With the fact one makes sure that the mixture
is also really drying, before one zerstoesst it in the mortar. If at all possible
one exposes the smoking means during the drying procedure to the light of
the full moon. The moon is a outstanding concentrator of all planetary
forces.
If one wants to call Venuswesen, or intends one other magic operations to
make, which are subject to venusischen influences, then one prepares the
following smoking means:
Rp. Venus:
Moschus aa grey Ambra
aa aloe (wood) aa red roses (blooms dried) aa zerstossener
red pepper
aa

One takes the blood of a house or a game pigeon (everything aa) and the
brain of three sparrows and mixes everything with the above drugs, then
dry let and in the mortar zerstossen; subsequently, consecrations exorcieren.
Is called transferred in such a way:
For the hour of the Venus take Indian resin and mix it with the
three-way quantity kirschbaumharz, which must be won for the
hour merkur. Blend everything with above drugs and let it dry,
afterwards zerstossen and consecrations.
They see, it are not not so blutruenstig everything, how it sounds itself!
Now the prescription for marsische smoking follows.
Rp. Mars:
Euphorbia off aa Bdelyon

(officinalis) aa Amoniaksalz aa Radix Helleborus aa magnet
iron
powders aa sulfur sublumatum aa

Take the blood of a black cat and the brain of a raben and produce
together with above drugs a homogeneous paste. Let it dry and zerstosse it
then to powder, which is then geweiht and exorcieren.
First we replace the magnet iron powder in the prescription by "Resina
Sagapennum" or "Resina ferula persica".
Then it must mean correct:
For the hour of the Saturn take Indian resin (Sangdragon) and
kirschbaumharz. From this a paste manufactures, dries and
zerstosse it to powder with the drugs stated above, which is then
geweiht.
Prescription for Jupiter operations.
Rp. Jupiter:
Semen fraxinii (=
ash) aa wood aloe aa of the Storax aa Resina Styrax aa Azur
powders aa
points of pfauenfedern a knife point

From the blood of three swallows and the brain of a deer make a mash and
a subset above drugs. Let all dry and zrstosse it to powder, which is then
exorciert and geweiht. By the way: Exorcieren is called = magically ent
oden! Thus, it is to be exorcieren always only, is only then geweiht! The
reverse case would be pure nonsense. If thus in the past prescriptions one
said: only consecrations, then exorcieren, then after the coded
prescriptions a conscious deception is.
Thus again: It must be exorciert first, only then can be geweiht!!! One
weiht not only, in order to entoden equivalent afterwards again!
Now we transform the Azur powder into kanadabalsam and the
pfauenfedern from the prescription of the Jupiter in the seeds of the wild
red poppy.
From the blood of three swallows will Indian resin, that is mixed for the
hour merkur with the resin of the cherry tree, which must be harvested for
the hour of the moon. Three swallows - thus three-way weight quantity of
the drugs stated in the prescription. A brain - ergo - simple quantity and/or
simple weight of the prescription drugs. Then proceed as with all other
prescriptions.
Now smoking follows for the evocation of Saturn Wesenheiten and for
the operation of saturnischer magic affairs.

Rp. Saturn:
Semen papaverum nigrum
(seeds of the black poppy) aa Semen Hyoscyamus the Niger
(Bilsenkrautsamen) aa Radix mandragora off. (Alraunewurzel)
aa
magnet iron powders aa Myrrhae pulvis aa

From the blood of a bat and the brain of a black cat make a mash and mix
above drugs in addition. Let all dry and zrstosse it to powder, which is
then exorciert and geweiht.
If we replace thus the magnet iron powder by Sagapennum or ferula
persica, then we take Indian resin in the hour of the Saturn (= bat), as well
as the resin of the cherry tree, that for the hour of the Saturn are harvested
- one allegorisiert by the brain of the black cat - and already have the
prescription a material sense. And caution!!! In the case of this smoking
completely material effects adjust themselves!!! Steams of this smoking
should not be inhaled if possible directly!!!
Two to three knife points of this mixture in eating or drinking humans
given the so-called "black insanity", a kind soul splitting produces, with
which the concerning believes itself changed into an animal and behaves
also in such a way.
Since in each humans an animal analogy schlummert, the concerning
believes itself changed into that animal, which is hidden to its
charakterlichen assessment after in it.
Here the prescriptions for planetary smoking end.
Below still the smoking for the weekdays:
Sunday = Sandelholz - red Monday = aloe Tuesday =
pepper
Wednesday = Mastix (Lentisque chio) Thursday = safran
Friday = fructus
menispermea Saturday = sulfur.

Now practice, how the smoking powders are entodet and geweiht. Is if the
powder zerstossen, then one pours it on a silver (genuine!) Plate, which
may be used only for these purposes. The ceremony is prepared on a table.
Exactly by day and to the planet hour, which is similar to the smoking
means, the ritual begins.
The table is covered with a cloth, which must have the planetary color,
thus with the sun = yellow, with the moon = silver or knows, with the
Venus = green, with Mars = red; with the Jupiter = blue, with the merkur =
changeant and with the Saturn = black.
The number of candles which can be set up infer one from the magic
number squares of the planets - see Agrippa.

The candles are set up around the plate, thus for Saturn = 3, for Jupiter =
4, etc..
Then the Magier speaks the element formula of the "four": "Caput
mortum, imperet tibi Dominus by vivum et devotum serpentem.
Cherub, imperet tibi Dominus by Adam Jotchavach!
Aquila errans, imperet tibi Dominus by alas Tauri.
Serpens imperet tibi Dominus TETRAGRAMMATON by angelum et
leonem!
Michael, Gabriel, Raphael, Anael!
Fluat Udor by spiritum Eloim
Maneat Terra by Adam Jotchavach
Fiat Firmamentum by Jahuvehu Zabaoth
Fiat Judicium by ignem into virtute Michael.
Angel with the dead eyes - obey!
Take by the strength of the holy element water all impure one from this
article."
- here the Magier with the sword point or with that shows likes. Staff on
the too exorcierende means. "land on water flow to water. Burn holy element fire.
Earth falls on earth by the strength of the holy Tetragrammatons - the
morning star.
Take away elements all impure one in the names Jahuvehu and the large
natures of the elements Gob, Nixa, Dijn and Paralda. Amen!"
If this happened, then take the Magier the plate with the smoking means
into the hand and speak:
"you, large planetary strength... (Saturn, merkur, etc. depending upon
planet) consecration I this smoking (or other one). It is pure, - is pure by
the natureness Elchenus, that - was - and will be pure in eternity, by the
elements."
Thus the Weihung is terminated and the smoking means at the
zweckdienstlichsten in one the planetary color corresponding container is
kept.
This cleaning and Weihung can be used for all articles, i.e. for all magic
powders, Philter, flame powders and watering places, not however for the
Weihung of talismans, dolchen or swords and likes. Staff. To these other
formulas apply.
Now the formulas of the magic means are communicated, those the flames,
which must burn with Evokationen in the dreifuss using of charcoal, in
which planetary in each case color dye, and thus a nature - a natureness the pleasant light radiate, which is similar to its zone - its world - of its
level.

Rp. Sun:
Sodium Nitricum = 75
parts by weight sulfur corrosive sublimate = 20 "Carbo
veget. pulvis =
5"

are strongly mixed in the mortar, then exorciert and then geweiht. On the
planetary hour is to be respected in every detail!
A knife point of the mixture transforms the flame into those the sun
assigned gold-yellow color.
With a longer Evokation the dose which can be given is to be renewed
occasionally.
Rp. Moon:
Salpeter = 46 parts by
weight sulfur praecip = 23 "black powders = 12" zinc in
powder form =
18 "

in the mortar are well mixed. If at all possible this mixture should with full
moon is manufactured, if positive forces are to be called. Against it if
Daemonen are to be called, then one manufactures the powder with
neumond.
Rp. Venus:
Barium Nitricum = 63
parts by weight sulfur praecip = 11 "potassium chloratum =
24" Cuprum
chloratum = 3 "arsenic sulfur = 2" pushed charcoal = 2 "

are well mixed, then exorciert and geweiht.
During the production of this powder it must be paid attention to the fact
that the Venus is badly aspektiert neither by the moon nor by the Saturn.
Rp. Merkur:
Potassium chloratum =
42 parts by weight Salpeter = 23 "sulfur sublimatum = 23"
Cuprum
oxydatum (black) = 10 "sulfur mercury = 3"

are well mixed, then exorciert and geweiht.
Rp. Mars:

Strontium nitricum
sicc. = 72 parts by weight gun powder = 20 "coal dust = 2"

are well mixed, then exorciert and geweiht.
With this powder tension-loaded aspects are even desired. Exacte
oppositions with sun and Mars are particularly favorable. Mars natures
completely particularly love tension-loaded atmospheres. Aspects of moon
of this kind are unfavorable!
Rp. Jupiter:
Salpeter = 5 parts
by weight sulfur subl. = 2 "antimony pulvis = 1"

are to be zerstossen in the mortar and mixed well, then to exorcieren and
to consecrations.
With Jupiter drugs it is to be made certain when its production that
neither a sunning still another lunar eclipse in next proximity are. Other
aspects play here no role.
Rp. Saturn:
Potassium chlorate =
49 parts by weight sulfur subl. = 25 "chalk - pushed = 20"
Cuprum
oxydatum (black) = 6 "

must be well mixed, then and then consecrations exorcieren.
This Saturnfumigation must be manufactured with neumond!
It is to be mixed not in the dwelling, but in the forest or at another lonely
place.
The means is to be kept in a bleibehaelter, be carried for that the
saturnische seal must and the following names on the cover:
Araukiah
Anaza
Chiah
Caution with the application of saturnischer Evokationsmittel! If no
Evokationen is at all possible to make, but only for calling, with which the
nature - which is not called for natureness -!
Follow now prescriptions, which found since age-old times in the magic
and the magic welfare charm and dear art use. It you given in the
confidence on the fact that they are used only for good and helpful
purposes, and only in the extreme case for defense against enemies.
In all other respects the law applies also here: "do which you want!", and
"everyone is responsible for its doing!!!"

To the production of the Philter the generally following rule applies: The
substances must correspond to the indicated prescription in their
composition exactly!
The drugs - substances - are to be always dried at air at a dry and dark
place. After drying they are to be zerstossen to powder, are either their
own Mumia (= body particle) under it to be mixed, if them for the Magier
be should, or to two drops blood of that, for which the Philter is
manufactured. In the indicated concentration it is sufficient, if one, at the
most two knife points of the means is done into the beverage or into the
food of the concerning.
If possible and if one knows exact date of birth, one takes the hour of the
birth regent for the production of the Philters. Also here again analogies
to the animal names must be found! Again first the original prescription is
thus described and given then the translated prescription.
Liebesphilter - Rp:
The heart of a
pigeon the liver of a sparrow the ovaries of or two
swallows a hare
kidney.

These things are not so absurd actually that one could not procure them.
Since however the magic with analogies works, then we can take
correspondences calmly from the realm of the plants and the minerals. It
must be accepted compellingly that when using the animal Ingredienzien
exactly the same successes are obtained, perhaps even more intensively.
For the sake of simplicity we want to take however our drugs from the
realm of the crystals and plants:
Blooms of the copper carnation = aa = 5 gram of
sheets of
the Valeriana off = aa root of the sellerie = aa Fructus
Yohimbehe =
aa.

Well and for the hour of the Venus consecrations mix, zerstossen
everything!
The biochemical formula reads:
Beryl - 1/10 gram of Mercurium zerstossen oxydatum
(zinnober) 1/100 "fluegeldecken of the Cantharide 1/100"
opal zerstossen 1/10 "

Is to be centralfor a woman, then give the man to his seeds of at least
three Erguessen to a glass bowl and give approximately the same quantity
sugars in addition until the sugar absorbed the seed. If the mass is drying,

one pulverizes the zuckerkoerner and mixes the above substances under it.
A woman takes its Menses, the preparation is the same.
It is here still added that the woman must let the sugar bits full-suck before
with her shoulder sweat. It is a little appetitlich, but however in the effect
the more piercing.
The fluegeldecken of the Canthariden are poisonous!!! Therefore
caution!!! The dose is to be exceeded rather under as!!!
2. Prescription
Of the following animals:
House pigeon = aa game pigeon = aa sparrow = aa
swallow =
aa

the sex organs are taken at present to the mating or Brunst, put in
70prozentigen alcohol and in-cooked in the Balucum Mariae = wasserbad
on half of the substance. Then again alcohol fill up, into a bowl to fill and
the alcohol evaporate leave. The remaining remainder in the mortar to
powder zerstossen, then and afterwards consecrations exorcieren, for the
hour of the Venus. With the vegetable prescription only the bloom
conditions of following plants are taken:
Bloom of the copper carnation = aa bloom valerian = aa
shot Selleriestangen = aa crust = Cortex of the
Yohimbehstaude = aa.

The blooms are to be collected for the hour of the Venus and must fresh
except the Yohimbeh, be processed.
Thus in 70prozentigem alcohol in-cook up to 1/3 of the volume, then again
to fill up and at air up to 1/3 of the volume evaporate leave. Then one
filters the whole and sets, as described, own Mumia (seed or Mensis) in
addition. This sugar preparing is to be admitted thus before the Abfiltern
of the Tinctur. Then the mass is exorciert and geweiht, i.e. the likoer. The
taken off and filtered plants are thrown away.
A biochemical formula is unnecessary, since the indicated drugs are to be
procured substantially more easily than the crystals.
Philter, in order to make itself courage.
Heart of a lion heart of a cock heart of a raben
heart of a
bat heart blood of the red, white-dabbed kite

dry and in a mortar zerstossen, then and afterwards consecrations
exorcieren.
This prescription is, like that as it is indicated not to use. Where should
one also probably catch a white-scored red kite?

Like always everything emerges simply and simply. The red white-scored
Drache is the fly mushroom.
We begin thus to prepare for us this Philter.
First we look for in the forest 2 or 3 large fly mushrooms, which we pick
for the hour of the Venus, into pieces cut ourselves, and into a half litre
milk put to let stand, and 3 to 4 days. If possible we expose the mixture to
the light of the full moon.
In the meantime we prepare a mixture out:
the milk of young dandelion, the whole plant of the
cock
foot (Ranuncula off), approximately 20 gram, sheets night
shade solanum nigrum = 15 gram, sheets of the bilsenkrautes =
Hyoscyamus the
Niger = 15 gram.

In a mortar these drugs are strongly mixed, with approx.. 150 gram of
96prozentigem alcohol poured over and afterwards in a wasserbad heats
up. Then the pieces of mushroom from the milk are taken and in-cooked
these - the milk - on 1/4. The alcoholic solution with plants is added to the
still hot milk and the whole is then in-continued to cook with completely
weak fire on 1/3. Then one gives again 50 gram to 96prozentigen alcohol
in addition and filters everything through. The pflanzenreste are not
usable any longer and are destroyed.
The likoer must be taken drop by drop, approx. 10 to 15 drops on a piece
sugars.
Truth Philter.

If one wants to draw someone a secret, one uses the truth filter. Rp. Truth
filter:
In the hour of the Saturn SAM LCL one resin of the cherry tree, as
much as possible (= 20 to 30 gram) and dissolve the resin in
alcohol absolutus. Three knife points are added to this solution by
the Semen Hyoscyamus the Niger. This mixture let one with small
flame to the half in-cook. Then zerstosse one pflaumenkerne and
adds of it a teeloeffel to the mixture. Everything together then
approx.. 4 to 5 hours to pull leaves. For the hour merkur mixes
then the mass with a litre first-class Malvasier wine. Filter then
several times, until the solution gold clear is.
One serves the beverage in suedwein-Glaesern. It opens determines the
language organs of the partner.
The Electuarium of the love.
15-20
honey bees (this time correct insects are meant!!!) 50 gram
honey of the fir 20 gram germinated weizenkoerner 0.5 gram
of Radix

Ginseng 0.05 gram of Radix Mandragora 0.5 gram of Cortex
Yohymbehe 0.5
gram of grains from the red pepper 25 gram grape sugar,
which is
soaked with the juice of a Sellerieknolle.

One catches the bees and for the hour of the Venus kills one her with
something ether and throws her in 1/4 or 1/8 best Cognac. In it they
remain standing 5 (five) days - locked warmly firmly and (room
temperature 22 to 25 degrees) -. Afterwards one takes the bees out and
lets her dry. If they are drying, they become in a mortar powder
zerstossen. The Cognac is still used later!! Then one, until the moon is full,
waits then pastes one for the hour of the Venus from the other
Ingredienzen a firm mash on and gives the bee powder in addition. From
this paste produce small pills - about 3 mm in diameter - and cover it with
a sugar glaze. The sugar glaze is available in each relevant business.
2-3 pills increase dear desire and strength with man and woman. The
Cognac, which remained remaining, is called Apitinctura and is with
nervous stomach detunings a completely excellent means! If one makes
oneself, but for a woman, the means not for itself whom one loves, then
one adds somewhat own Mumia!
One does not forget - also these means must be entodet and geweiht!!!
That, which became large with the magic, does - and consecrations
entoden - even with the medicines, which for it the physician orders.
Hashish or Hach shish.

an Arab word is and is called simple and simple grass. But which for a
grass is that! On Latin this grass "Canabis is called indica" and is wellknown in German under "Indian hemp". This Kraeutlein is now a means
"par excellence" for magic watering place and Philter. The prescription is
indicated in such a way that it brings a maximum at magic success, but a
minimum out at intoxication effect. It costs only some trouble to
manufacture the following prescription! We can manufacture ourselves
however a raw material, which is used for many other magic Tincturen.
Indica we receive seeds of Canabis in each drug action. We sow this seed
into narrow holzkaesten with good humus earth. We place the boxes in
such a way that they have as much as possible sun. They can be calmed
down - it becomes sumptuous usury.
The time of the harvest came, if the hemp flowers. The plants are cut, only
the flowering points. They are processed immediately!
One cuts in the hour of the Saturn.
The following prescription is called: "Extractum arabicum canabis.
Take 1/8 Pound of butter and zerlasse it in a Casserole = cash role
with a teeloeffel Aqua destillata. Then one gives the cut off hemp
points in addition. Fat and water it must be so limited that the

hemp under no circumstances can anbrennen. It is so for a long
time cooked, until the hemp butter and water up-sucked almost
completely. The added water must have completely evaporated!
Then the whole is given to a filter cloth and expressed strongly best in a small press.
The pressed out through-filtered Masser solidifies and forms now
the basic dimensions for many magic prescriptions. The paste can
be shifted also with aromatics and converted to pills, which can be
taken then before magic Seancen.
Thus we want not to stop however, but ignore ourselves directly to
the first useful prescription, in order to produce visional future
looking.
It calls itself
Unguentum populeum.
dried buds
Schweineschmalz = 2000 cleaned by populus alba = 375 gram
young poppy
sheets = 250 gram of Folia Belladonnae = 250 gram young
Folia
Hyoscyami the Niger = 250 gram of Folia solanum nigrum =
250 gram
gram

Production: One cooks the plants in the fat on small flame - without the
Pappelknospen. If the humidity of the sheets evaporated - one sees that to
the fact that they become fragile - like potato chips - one gives the
Pappelknospen zerstossene in the meantime to fine powder in addition. On
completely small flame one lets 24 - twenty-four - hours pull now all.
Afterwards one passes everything by a cloth, by expressing it strongly, and
lets the mass cool off. After cooling off a reason formed, which must be
removed. For this purpose one liquefies the fat carefully in the wasserbad
- it may not cook or throw blisters, whereby the reason was stirred up.
Then one pours the clear part of the Unguentum into a stone pot, which is
well locked. Exorciert is geweiht and to the Saturn hour!
Application: Heart pit, shoulder caves, hands and feet are good with this
ointment to rub in. Then one puts on a couch in a warm, moderately flat lit
up themselves rooms and concentrates on the questions, whose solution
lies in the darkness of the future.
If one puts the Tarot, then one knows, in order to attain increased
seherische abilities, in with this ointment the carotid arteries and the
schlaefen to rub itself.
The effect is amazingly good!
Paracelsus gives us the following data to a means, which has the same
effects, which becomes mainly in addition related however, to look in

order in sleeps the future.
It is also a outstanding preparation means to magic Evokation,
particularly if the Magier is inclined to anxieties, if the evoked natures
show up.
The means eliminates the fear radically and makes the senses clear the
schau in's for unknown quantity. This prescription calls itself:
Diascordium Frascator.
Scordium = 15
parts by weight red rose blooms - dried = 15 "Knoeterich =
15" zimt
(plv.) = 15 "Dictamus off = 15" Storax = 15 "Radix
Gentianae =
15" Turmentilla = 15 "seeds of the Berberitze = 15" Cassea
Liqua = 15
"ginger = 8" Paprikaschoten (long) = 8 "Galbanum = 15"
rubber arabicum
= 15 "alumina (ocher) = 60" Extractum Opii = 8 "- Extractum
is not to
be procured opii, then we take in its place: Extractum
arabicum
canabis, 10 parts by weight rose honey = 1000 parts by
weight larva
Irish Republican Army wine = 250 "

For the sake of simplicity we accept part by weight = a 1 (in) with this
prescription for gram.
Production: The Opiumextract and/or the Extractum arabicum canabis is
dissolved in the wine. Then one boils the honey up strongly and gives him
to the wine. Then one adds under strong agitating the remaining drugs,
which one zerstossen before mixed and to powder has, in small doses to
the liquid. One agitates so for a long time, until one receives a
homogeneous paste. Then for the hour of the Saturn and consecrations
exorcieren.
Application: Before the magic operation fully take 1 (one) teeloeffel.
Electuarium sabbathy.

This means is outwardly used. Schlaefen, heart pit and shoulder caves are
rubbed in with it, before the sleeping going.
The Electuarium sabbathi leads into the so-called Hexensabbath. Who
feels thus desire to experience a kind magic "dolce vita" - even if only in
the dream - make yourself this witch ointment:
Rp.

Aenanthol = 3 parts of Extractum
opii = 50 parts of Extractum betel = 30 "Extractum
Potentilla = 6"
Extractum belladonnae = 15 "Extractum Hyoscyamii = 15"
Extractum
Umbolloferum (Schierling) = 15 "Extractum arabicum canabis
= 75"
Canthariden = 5 "rubber Tragant and puderzucker: so much
add
that a caperable ointment results, after mixture with the
above drugs.

Subsequently, and for the hour of the Saturn consecrations exorcieren!
Another witch ointment: calledUnguentum infernale.
Rp.
People fat = 100 gram

In the Middle Ages people fat was really taken. Supplier of the pharmacist
was the Henker, and there was plentifully people fat in the Middle Ages!
Since we have however none, we take cleaned Schweineschmalz.
Thus:
cleaned Schweineschmalz = 100 gram of Discordium
Frascator
= 5 gram of oats blooms = a handful of mohnblueten = a
handful of
Radix Helleborus pulvis = a pinch of Semen Heliotropa
pulvis = a pinch
of.

One fills the whole into an earthen pot, which one fills up then in equal
parts with wild poppy and hemp blooms. The pot is hermetically locked
and heated up in the wasserbad (= Balucum Mariae) 2 (two) hours. Then
contents of the pot are pressed by a filter and exorciert and geweiht for the
hour of the Saturn.
Application: Before falling asleep one rubs oneself with the excerpt the
neck, the carotids, the shoulder caves and the area in behind the ears.
If the astrale or mental equilibrium of humans is disturbed, then one
manufactures a astrale medicine, to rectifizieren and polarize which is
capable to eliminate the disturbances within shortest time and the magicfluid rivers. This means is that
Lilium of the Paracelsus!

Antimony = 4 parts tin = 1 part copper = 1 part.

All three metals are fused and of it protecting light [? ] or a powder is
made.
In addition comes then:
Salpeter = 6 parts of Potassium bitarartum = 6 parts.

Everything together is given to a crucible and set on a strong fire and
heated up as strongly as possible. Contents become then zerstossen, so for
a long time it are still very hot.
One pours this still hot powder then in a Matras (special container container, which was used in former times much in the Alchemie), in
which 32 parts are 90prozentiger alcohol. In this bath one lets everything
pull about 1 (one) hour. Alsdenn is clear-filtered the quantity, exorciert
and geweiht for the hour of the Jupiter.
Application: = drop by drop!
Tinctura Landerer
of laurel leaves = 60
parts of spice carnations = 6 parts of Lavendelspiritus =
125 parts of
Oreganospiritus = 125 parts.

On weak flame some hours to pull, then sulfur ether = 15 lets this mixture
add parts.
For the hour Mars exorcieren and consecrations!
With the tinktur the head before particularly heavy concentration and
Meditationsuebungen is massed. Success is promising!
Follows now a prescription, which makes visions and future looking
possible particularly clearly.
The pills are to have for instance a diameter of 1 mm, from which one
takes before falling asleep 2 to 3 pieces to itself. One must remember
firmly, which one would like to see. Additionally one can write it on a note
and put these under the pillow.
The means is called: Phillulae Jaculandae.
Cortex et Radix Cynoglossae = 15 gram or parts by
weight
Semen Hyoscyamus the Niger = "Extractum opii =" Myrrhae =
23 gram of
"Olibanum = 20" safran = 6 "Castoreum = 6" Sirupus opii (in
proportio)

From the drugs one manufactures a homogeneous mass, which are turned
to pills in the diameter of 0,1 cm.
For the hour of the Jupiter they are exorciert and geweiht.
If a girl wants to become physically strong, in order to be able to take up
it with each man at strength and courage, then the old Chinese Magier
knew a completely marvelous means.
This means reproaches approximately 5 years long. The modern medical
profession would say, it place for years the hormonalen household of a
woman on the head. Here its prescription:
Six heads of the sand viper are dried at the sun and to dust zerstossen, in
addition a head of a Grubenotter, which are dried likewise before is. A
half Pound of horse seeds and 75 gram dog sperm is shifted with alcohol
and warmed up then on completely small flame, until the seed is perfectly
solved. Then one filters the whole through and lets in a bowl the alcohol at
air evaporate. The arrears are mixed under the zerstossenen queue heads.
With us one can take Kreuzottern, her does the same purpose. Then one
does the powder into a mortar in addition. One can hold the seed freshly,
by accommodating him in the freezing subject of the refrigerator, so for a
long time, until the desired quantity together is. Then one merges Mars in
the hour of all this and gives 1 litre rice wine in addition. This Melange
must be drunk within a daily. Complaints are naturally inevitable, as well
as fever and feeling of dizziness. They disappear however after two to
three days perfectly.
Follows now a prescription, which the old Magier a outstanding life
Elixier called. In reality it is nothing different one than a outstanding
magic condenser, which combines all in more material as well as similar
to magically mirror-image-ritual form the forces in itself, which support
and extend the life, Od and load aura and supply with astralen fluid
forces.
1/2 litre of Aqua bi-destillata any large piece of
gold
any large piece iron any large piece copper own Mumia
(sperm and
blood) to it alcoholic excerpt out: Peppermint
Tausendgueldenkraut of zerstossener acorns begun to
germinate beans
begun to germinate wheat hop blooms in 96prozentigem
alcohol.

With the first part one proceeds as follows:
One does the water into a crucible and exorciere it by the element
formula. Then one makes the gold glowing in the hour of the sun and dips
it into the water. That repeats 100 - one hundred - times!
In the hour Mars proceed one with the iron in the same kind, likewise 100

- one hundred - times.
Then one freshly gives the own Mumia in addition. Then one lets in-cook
and cool off on small flame up to 1/3. One receives the second part, the
alcoholic excerpts of the plants, by putting the plants simply into the
alcohol and places warmly and/or. 8 to 14 days long to pull leaves.
Whereupon one evaporates the alcohol on completely small flame up to
the half and filters the remainder through. This Extraktum one merges
with the first part of the prescription and filters again, until the tinktur is
completely clear.
Of it one takes 20 to 30 drops on a piece sugars in the evening before the
sleeping going.
There is a whole set of plants, which one inserts and in any body place
vresteckt carries in a seidenes or better into a leinenes pouch in the magic.
On the pouch one writes with red ink:
By nomen Elohim Jotchavah

among them one, likewise with red ink, pulls a Pentagramm.
Here a short list of these plants:
Folia Agrimoniae - carry with itself - drives bad spirit
out wood aloe - carry with itself - facilitates the
Empfaengnis before
one evening drinks almonds, sweetly - carry with itself gives
strength Flores Amarantae - carry with itself - secures the
favour of
the superior flat steel bar Angelicae - carry with itself protects
against Behexung and the view of the Beifuss - carry with
itself protects from bad spirit Ononis - carry with itself protects from
the danger in the war and from theft Asphodelia - when
Stoeckchen
carry with itself - with magic Evokationen erle - result in
a
outstanding magic staff black bamboo - burned and zer - an
excellent
dear push for magic charm Basilicum - as juice - when
Verhexungen and discussions Betunia - carry with itself against the
bad view birke - as perfume - drives melancholy out Erica as perfume
- helps with Meditationen birke - crust with itself protected before
bad charm carries root of the Cucur - with many Ceremonien
used bita
Bryone oil of the Kamelie - outstanding for the lighting of
magic
lamps cat herb - carry with itself - gives Vitalitaet Herba
Centauri -

and with the blood of a female Wiede hopfes zerhackt mixed
and under
the oil of a lamp ge mixes, arouses visions (note! "blood
of the
how/as of dehopfes" is symbolically to take) wood of the
beech - as
stick - as wuenschelrute for prospecting for water wood of
the beech as stick - under certain conditions as a magic staff turns
bar.
In the old-Germanic magic from it rune of staffs made
flowers of
the Chry - carry with itself - protects from wishing
santheme and bad
view Haselnuss bush - as stick suitably for the magic
staff, for the
dreizack and in particular as wuenschelrute for water and
metal
Cyclamenblueten - as juice - Coagulans of many magic
Philter
Cynoglossen - with itself carry - Dictamus destroys bad
influences burned and zer - promotes the light seeing push Euphorbia the powder
with saturnisch magic Opera tionen uses seeds of the brooms
- protects
spice carnations queue bite - zerkauen - Heliotrop lifts
hypnotische
forces - as perfume - hyacinth oil promotes the
Somnambulismus extends the childhood, the childlike mind -- caution!!! poison!!! - prevents also the growth of children - dwarf
stature
- it is recommended there ago to use the oil
only outwardly - necks and schlaefen
rub in! Kousa - with itself carried - lends and strengthens
magne of tables of forces lily - as perfume - is a
excellenter fluidi
shears condenser Alraune - Mandragora off is usable for all
magic
purposes. The whole root is most effective as talisman - in
the
house keeps. She is to be regarded like a living nature, a
kind
house spirit, and protects against all bad influences. If
the
owner is however bad humans, then also the spirit of the
Alraune is
bad. Small Alraunwurzeln is carried at the body as Talis
one.
The Alraune must at one full moon night around midnight
with a
jerk from the soil ge tore exactly to become. The plants,
which
grow, are best, where in earlier times an arranging was
place or a

similar mechanism. Nut/mother herb - Matricaria - is
outstanding
mA gischer fluid Konden sator Melisse - as Aufgusstee gives
inspiration Melisse - with itself carried - gives good mood
and makes
loving value being gel herb - the Empfaengnisfreudigkeit
Myrrhe
promotes with women - dried and as powder with itself
carried as
Tinctura - with many Lebenselixieren Myrrhe uses -, en
drives it
diseases sea-roses - as dte on casting - promotes the male
Sexualkraft
oleum Olivarum - Brennessel as outstanding fluid condenser
- sheets is
considered dried with itself carried gives courage
Pfingstrosen petals dried and with itself carried protect Rosskastanien
against
charms and bad view - with itself carried - diseases keep,
particularly rheumatism away among other things. Portulak under the pillow put, Primeln prevents dreams and visions with
itself carried - roses, red - blooms, with itself carried,
prevent
melancholy promotes the Empfaengnis roses, red - as perfume
- with
women helps it the connection to higher celestial natures
to
facilitate

The aforementioned plants have a talismanischen character. The kind of
application has naturally, as it will appear also completely
understandable of doing nothing or few with the welfare strength of a
plant. These things belong into the area of the magic medicine.
It will perhaps still interest, as the smells of the plants are incorporated
into the buildings the magic.
The planetary affiliation is to be described here only completely briefly,
without dealing more in greater detail with the prescriptions.
Correspond:
Heliotrop = sun iris = moon broom = merkur iron herb
=
Venus Erica (heath herb) = Mars peppermint = Jupiter poppy
= Saturn.

With each operation one is the perfume to carry, which corresponds to the birth master,
i.e. thus, the planet, which manages the ascendant. Evenly all points should be brought in

the harmonious agreement with the universe with magic operations!
In addition, applies in the magic: Too much is unhealthy! Act thereafter!

